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State of the Art of Measurement and Analysis of
Road Roughness

J. C. WAMBOLD, L. E. DEFRAIN, R. R. HEGMON, K. MCGHEE,J. REICHERT, AND E. B. SPANGLER

Th¡s papeÌ is a review of the state of the art of the measurement and analysis
tecfiniques used to evaluate road roughness, A sumnury of some European
work is included in this review; however, the emphas¡s of this paper is on work
done ¡n the Un¡ted States. Road roughness is defined as the deviations of a
pavement surface from a true planar surface w¡th cfiaracter¡st¡c dimsnsions
that affect vehicle dynamics, ride quality, dynamic pavement loads, and pave.
ment drainage. Road roughness is measured by two general types of equip
ment: prof¡lometers, which measure these cfiaracter¡stic dimensions directly.
and response-type equipment, which measure surface roughness as a dynamic
response of the measuring equipment to that roughness. This paper d¡scusses
(a) the cfraracteristic of road roughness, operat¡ng characteristics, and output
of each type of roughness measuring equipment and (b) the varíous methods
of analysis and their application to highway safety, r¡de comfort, dynam¡c
pavement loading, and pavement servicsâbility, These methods of analysis have
been categor¡zed ¡nto two general groups: those that provide a single number
of index such as root mean squate, slope variance, or present serviceability
index and those that statíst¡cally provide more detail than a single index,
such as harmoníc analysis or power spectral density. Finally, a summary of
presmt researcfi pro¡ects on new equipment and analysis methods is given.

The nationrs aging highway syste¡n, together with
increased traffic and growing co¡npetition for the
tax doLlar, nake transportation ad¡ninistration more
difficult. As a resul-t, better management systems
are needed to enable adninistrators to make objec-
tive assess¡nents. Among the major functions of a
highway or transportation department are the plan-
ning of maintenance schedul-es for a system of exist-
ing roads and the acceptance or rejection of newly
buil-t or resurfaced roads. The decision to resur-
face a particular section of road, in preference to
others, is not a sirnple one in víew of the many fac-
tors that should be taken into consideraÈion. How-
ever, considerable infornation is avaílabIe to sup-
port an objective evaluation, and research is under
v,¡ay to permit the developrnent of inproved pavenent-
management systens.

For maintenance rnanagement purposes, an evalua-
tion of the condition of a pavement must include at
Ieast four factors: (a) safety, (b) pavenent per-
formance, (c) pavêment distress, and (d) structural
capacity. Each of these factors is used in the
decision-making process to determine the nature and
extent of pavement rehabilítation.

Of these four, pavement performance is nost
generally related to road roughness in one nanner or
another. This $ras initiaì-Iy accornplíshed with the
present serviceability index (pSI), âs developed at
the Anerican Association of State Highway Officials
(AASHO) road test. In its original form, the pSI
was developed as a measure of the rider's evalua-
tion, and thus the pavement-performance factor was
the only one to reflect the consumer's evaluation of
pavenent condition.

Passengerrs evaluation is used here instead of
t.he usual reference to ride co¡nfort. In nuch of the
work on road roughness, it has been deternined that
there is a dichotomy between ride quality (a subjec-
tive guantity) and pavement serviceability (an ob-
jective rûeasure). Ride guality is primarily a mea-
sure of acceptance of the roadway as a method of
conveyance. Serviceability is a measure of the
physical characteristics of the pavement surface.
Although some attempts have been made to correlate
these quantities, Iittle infor¡nation exists to
define this relation.

The nature of the roughness, for example the

extent of rutting, cracking, and patching, was in-
cluded in the calculation of pSI. In the interest
of expediency, nany states have dropped one or more
of these terms or simply substituted a constant.
The PSI procedure has gone through many such
changes, and a variety of other indices have been
developed so that now there is no standard practice
f or quantifying pavenent performance.

The measurement of road roughness is of interest
to the maintenance manager in determining pavement
safety, serviceability, and potential for assessing
pavement distress, as well, as to the highway or
transportation department that r.¡ants an acceptance
criterion for newly constructed or repaved roads.
Some departments already have acceptance criteria
for newl-y constructed or paved roads. In such
cases, roughness is not to exceed a specified value
as measured by a specified measurernent nethod.
Thus, it is recognized that paving equipment and
methods are imperfect and some roughness is to be
expected in new pavements. In a few cases, the
inÍtial roughness is so high as to nake the pavement
appear to be distressed.

fhe initial road roughness wiLl normally increase
with exposure to traffic -and weather. Deformations
in the pavement foundation caused by poor drainage,
se¡el-ling soils, or nonuniform initial conpaction
will- lead to roughness in the surface course.
Freeze-thaw cycfes cause seasonal changes in rough-
ness and some permanent deformations. Shear forces
generated during braking of heavy vehicles may cause
shifting of the surface course and initiate a wash-
board-type roughness, which is then aggravâted by
dynamic wheeL forces excited by the roughness.

Rel-atively large faul_ts in the riding surface may
develop across pavements to bridge deck joints.
Similar faults may develop in the railroad grade
crossings. Shifting in the foundations causes the
development of roughness (as discussed above) in
flexible pavements. In rigid portland cement con-
crete (PCC) pavements, whole slabs may tilt and re-
sult in faults at the joints. Finatly, tocal fail-
ures such as potholes nay develop and contribute to
the overall roughness of the road surface.

Continuing deveLopnents in measuring equipment
and analysis techniques have greatly expanded the
avaílable informabion. For example, a new co¡nmer-
cially available alI-digital inertial profiloneter
systern not only provides a more accurately measured
road profile but is also able to provide real-time
data analysis of the measured road profile, which
makes analysis information immediately available as
the road profile is measured. Research is in prog-
ress to further simplify the inertial profilorneter
syst.em by the development of an operational noncon-
tacting sensor to replace the road-fo]l_owing wheel
in the present inertial profítometers. These de-
vel-opmenÈs include acoustic, infrared, and white-
ì.ight sensors being developed by the Federal High¡{ay
Administration (FHWA) and com¡nerciatly in the United
States. Other similar systems are being developed
in Europe (1r2). Thus, there will soon be a choice
of the noncontact sensors.

ROAD ROUGHNESS

Before r4re begin an in-depth discussion of equipment
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Figure 1. Typical lransfer funct¡on for passenger car body relative to axle
v¡brat¡ons at 87 km/h.
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amplitude ratios greater than I extend from below I
Hz to almost 14 Hz in a typical automotive vehicle.

Vehicle frequency response in the time domain
(hertz) is related Èo spatial frequency in the high-
way profile by the velocity at which the vehicle
travels over the highway profile.

A vehicle that travel-s at 24 n/s on a road of
wavelength of 3 m wiII experience an g-Hz excita-
tion¡ a vehicle Èhat t.ravels at ),2 m/s on a 1.5-n
wavelength wiIl experience thê same 8-Hz excita-
tion. Spatial frequency is defined as the re-
ciprocal wavelength so that it can be converted to a
freguency in hertz. Thus, by using a vehicle speed
in the proper units, we can convert the spatial
frequency to time-domain frequency, as shown by the
second scale along the abscissa of Figure J- (an ex-
a¡nple case vrith a vehicle velocity of 24 n/sl. with
this relationship, we can see that spaÈial fre-
quencies fron 0.04 to 1.0 cycles/m will cause the
vehicle body to oscillate at an amplitude greater
than the ampl-itude present in road profile. A third
scale in wavelength is also given for the readers'
convenience.

llith these relationships, we can examine the
characteristic dimensions of the road profile con-
tent that contríbute to road roughness. An exampLe
of the short wavelength roughness contribution is
the road profile shown in Figure 2, which caused a
vehicle to vibrate objectionably at 10 Hz r.rhen the
vehicle was driven over it at 88 km/h. An analysis
of this road profile IFigure 3, (3)1 suggests that
the objectionable vibration was caused by the short-
wavelength, periodic Ínputs centered about the 2.29-
m component, which is half of the slab tength.

It also suggests that, in the measurement of
short-wavelength road roughness, sufficient resolu-
tion will be necessary to measure accurately the
anplitudes for the wavelength shovrn in Figure 3.
Currently, it is considered necessary that profiling
equipment be capable of neasuring anplitudes down to
0.025 cm.

MEASUREMENT OF ROAD ROUGHNESS

Road roughness is neasured by two types of equip-
ment, that which nèasures the response to roughness
(response-tlæe equipment) and that which neasures
actual profiles (profilometers). fdealLy, the pro-
filing methods give accurate, scaled reproductions
of the pavement profile along a straight line. In
practíce, the range and resolution of any profilÍng
devices are li¡nited, but within these limits the
measurement may be called absolute.

The response-type measurenent records the dynamÍc
response of mechanical systems as they travel over
the rough road at some constant speed. It is,
therefore, a relative ¡neasurement and depends on the
characteristics of the mechanical system and the
speed of travel.

Response-Type Equiprnent

As early as 1917, the Bureau of public Roads (BpR),
now FIIWA, investigated devices to measure the road
roughness of highways. In the early I920s, the
Via-Log was used to some extent by New york highway
officials, but it h'as not generally adopted by other
hÍghway departments. Of interest is a L925 file
letter that states that its price ($750) may have
been the principal reason for its limited use.

Varíous devices to measure road roughness were
tried up to May 1925, hrhen the fírst BpR roughometer
(4,5) $ras introduced. The roughometer is a single-
wheel trailer that measures the unidirectional ver-
Èical movenents of the damped, leaf-sprung wheel
(with respect to the frarne) by a mechanical inte-
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Figure 2. Road that induces automobile body shake.

Figure 3. Harmonic analysis of road that causes automobile body shake.

for measuring road roughness, let us define road
roughness ítself. Road roughness is defined as
deviations of a traveled surface from a true planar
surface that has characteristic dimensions that
affect ride quality, vehicle dynamics, dynamic pave-
ment loads, and pavernent drainage. To quantify
these characteristic dimensions it is necessary to
discuss the dynamic characteristics of the vehicle,
vehicle speed, and the wavelength and anplitude
content of the road profile over which the vehicle
travels,

The dynamic characteristícs of a typical vehicle
can be represented by a transfer function shown in
Figure I. The plot shows thê response of the vehi-
cle in the frequency range from I to 24 Hz in terms
of the amplitude ratio. For êxample, a sinusoidal
road input to the vehicle at a freguency of I0 Hz
would cause the vehicle to oscil-late at the same
frequency but at an amplitude l-.7 times greater than
the input amplitude. As can be seen from the pLot,
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grator. The results are recorded on counters to
produce an inches-per-mile count of roughness.
Several- highway departments (6,7) have added a cumu-
lative tape recorder and an oscillograph. Another
modification of the BPR roughometer, developed at
Purdue University (8), is designed to provide more
information than the original- version. It uses
several- resonance beams that are excíted at dif-
ferent freguencies; thus, at a given speed an indi-
cation of the rrravelength content of the surface is
g iven.

Due to the slow response of the electromèchanical
counter, measurements with the roughometer are gen-
erally made at 32 kn/h. Testing at this l-ow speed
is a disadvantage Ín that it is not very safe when
other traffic is operating at nornal highway
speeds, Ill-inois has reported (9) thaÈ this Iimita-
tion can be corrected by replacing the electrome-
chanical counter by an electronic one for operation
at hígher speeds. However, the higher speed modi-
fies the operational- characÈeristics of this devíce.

Another type of response equipment is the group
generally called roadmeters (I0-ll). Tr.ro commonly
used meters are the Portland Cement Association
(PCA) meter (14) and the Mays meter (lgl. These
meters neasure the vertical move¡nents of the rear
axLe of an automobile relative to the vehicle
frame. Because of its lo$r-cost and high-speed oper-
ation, this method is now in widespread use. The
performance and capabilities of the roadneter were
the subject of a $¡orkshop held at purdue University
in 1972 (!q). This method of measurenent is clearly
the simplest and l-east expensive. However, the
response-type equipment in use today is knos¡n to be
time unstabl-e, and the data from these devices will_
only be usable if suitable calibration procedures
are developed to overcome this limitation. Sígnifi-
cant progress has been recently made under a Na-
tional Cooperatíve Highway Research program (NCHRP)
contract (l-7) to identify the !i¡ne-unstable el-ements
in these systerns and to develop calibration proced-
ures to account for their changing performance.

Al-I roadmeters neasure a dynamic effect of the
roughness, but this type of measurement does not
define the profile of the roughness. Some wave-
lengths will- be amplified and others will be attenu-
ated; thus, the sel-ection of the ¡nechanical system
is critical. Roadmeters are useful for survey work
in predicting the usersr response regarding the
quality of the road. However, to examine further
the condition of a road or to determine what charac-
teristics of the road cause the poor condition,
profiling equipnent (commonly catled profilometers)
need to be used.

Profiling Equipment

The advantages of a profiling system are evident.
It contains cornplete information about the pavenent
profile (within the limits of the particular device)
that can be evaluated according to specífic needs.
Such systens are expensive, however, either in ini-
tial cosÈ or in operation, and require sone data
processing.

The simplest profilometer is a straight edge
(18), and nodifications, such as putting it on
wheels, have been ¡nade. Several- straight-edge spans
are used, íncluding I0, 12, 15, 16, and 30 ft. This
equipment is operated either statically or at very
low spèed. It is not suitable for profiling because
it cannot measurè wavelengths longer than its span
and can distort wavelengths that are harmonics of
its span. Low-speed systems such as the Carey,
Huckins, Leathers, and other engineers (CHLOE) are
moving reference planes that have littl-e or no dy-
namic effects because of their slow speed (19,20).
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A low-speed profilometer system developed by the Air
Force (2]-) consists of a horizontal laser beam,
which is transmitted as a reference, and a tracking
vehicle, which moves slowly along the runr.ray and
measures the undulations of the pavenent. profiles
of r{avelengths up to 120 m are measured with pre-
cision but at slow speeds of about 5 km/h. The
operation of the equipment requires highly trained
technic ians .

The first modern profiling equipnent, the General
tr{otors Research (cMR) Laboratories profiloneter
(1,22,23), was developed by cMR Laboratories in the
1960s by using an internat reference concept. The
cMR profilometer (see Figure 4) uses two spring-
loaded, road-fol-lowing wheels, instrumented with a
linear potentiometer t.o measure relative displace-
ments between the vehicl-e frame and the road sur-
face. The accelerometers, mounted on the frame over
each of the follower wheels, are used to measure the
vehicle fra¡ne motion by doublê Íntegration of the
signal. The frane ¡notion is then added to the rela-
tive displacements motion to yield two voJ-tage sig-
nals, r{rhich in theory are the road profiles of the
wheel paths (see Figure 4). This method of using a
road wheel displacement signal plus the double
integration of the body accelerations, rather than
jusÈ the double integrations of wheel acceleratíons,
is used as a means of covering a wider range in the
measurement of road roughness. The vehicle suspen-
sion acts as a mechanical filter and transmits
low-frequency (Iong wavelengths) vibratíons but at-
tenuating high-frequency (short h'avelengths) víbra-
tions. Thus, frequencies below 1 Hz are measured
prinarily by the accelerometers, mounted on the
vehicle bodies, whereas the frequencies above 2 Hz
are measured primarily by the 1ínear potentiometers,
nounted bet\,¡een the body and the follower wheels.

For frequencies between l- and 2 Hz, the profile
is a combínation of the two signals. This method
has been shown to be extremely useful because it has
good resolution of both the short wavelengths, which
have low amplitucles, and the long wavelengths, which
have ¡nuch greater amplitudes. The GMR profilorneter
was originally manufactured with analog processing
equipment; however the most recent profilometer has
been manufactured with an on-board minidigital com-
puter.

In the digital computer version (see Figure 5),
the road profile co¡nputation is performed by a digi-
tal minicomputer on board the profiloneter vehicle,
and the computed road profile data points are stored
on a digital nagnetic tape recorder for later data
processing. In this system the sensor signals,
acceleration, and dispJ-acement are sampled and im-
mediateJ-y convertèd to digiLal- values for use in the
profile computation. The sampling and computation
of the road profile are perforned as a function of
distance instead of time, as in the earlier analog
system, which ¡nakes thesê independent of vehicl-e
speed and much easier to interpret. The digital
system, through the programnability of the nini-
computer, reducês considerably the technical exper-
tise previously required to operate and maintain the
analog computer system. System calibration, signal
scaling¡ and data fornatting for storage of nagnetic
tape data are functíons performed under software
program control.

Computation of road profile is scaled so thât a
wide range of road profile values can be conputed
and stored on magnetic tape without concern about
systen overload. Although road profile data points
are computed several times per data record point,
data points are typically stored on nagnetic tape
every 6 in of distance braveled for the two-track-
wheel paths.

The GMR profilometer system has become known
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Figure 4, Diagram of measurement system for GMR profilometer.

Figure 5. Digital vers¡on of GMR profilometer,

undèr several nanês: General Motor profilometer,
rapid travel profilometêr (RTp), and surface dynam-
ics profilometer (SDP). The syste¡n is corunercially
available but is currêntly being used by only five
states! Kentucky, Michigan, pennsylvania, Texas,
and West Virginia. The last system, built for West
Virginia, is the new digital- systern with the appli-
cation software just described. In addition, Texas
is in the process of replacing its early anal-og sys-
tem with the new digital design.

There are several reasons that the G¡4R-type
profilometer is not nore widel-y used in the highway
connunity. Certainly its high purchase cost is an
inportant factor, although more than 40 states have
skid testers that hâve al-most the same pricê tag.
Another inportant factor may be the limited use that
has been made in the past of the information con-
tained in the roughness profile. Both of these
reasons could moderate as nore cost-saving applica-
tion software, like the bÍtu¡ninous fiII pro{tran,
becomes availabl-e to the highway colnmunity and the
output of the profilometer becomes an inportant
inpuÈ to a well--designed pavement rnanage¡nent sys-
tem. (The bituninous fill progra¡n allows one to
simulate an overlay and to cornpute the new profile
developed. ) Another factor that should inprove
profilo¡neter pêrfor¡nance and assist in user com-
munity acceptance will be the replacement of the
present road-following wheeL with a noncontacting
device.

Anong various profiling apparatuses developed in
Europe, we should mention the French designed ily-
namic profile analyzer (41 [1'analyseur du profil
en long bitrace (ApL) du Laboratoire central fran-
cais des Ponts et Chausseesl (see Figure 6). It
provides for the measurement of two tracks of longi-
tudinal profile. Each of the single-wheel trailers
(see Figures 6 and 7) that constitutes the measuring
device is rnade up of
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1. A profile pick-up wheel that is nechanically
conditioned to remain in contact with the road sur-
face (even at relativel-y high constant speed of up
to 144 km/h or 72 kn-/h for normal tests),

2. An inertial pendulum used as the measurenent
reference, and

3. A measuring wheel-carrier arm that rotates
around the same axis as that of the pendulum.

The center of mass of the inertial penduturn is
located at the center of percussion of the trailer
relative to the towing point, which allons measure-
ments of thê profile to be made by considering the
angular displacenent of the wheel carrier-arm and
the pendulum. This is achieved with a satisfactory
¡nechanical decoupling from the towing vehicle. A
transducer transforms the angular displacement into
a ¡nagnetic tape-recorded electric signal. This
infor¡nation is later available for computation. The
transfer function of the ApL equipnent is flat over
the frequency range of 0.4-20 Hz (response between
+5 and -5 percent of the nean). The two-track ver-
sion permits the study of average longitudinal even-
ness as weIl as average rolling movements. However,
because each trailer has its own reference, thêre is
no assurance that the roll componênt is correct. À
conmon transverse sensor bete¡een the tvro independent
trailers would be required to ensure a correct mea-
sure¡nent relative to the sa¡ne reference.

Another apparatus, the profile analyser from Èhe
Technical University of Ber1in (4', , works on a
si¡nil-ar principle; the apparatus involves a refer-
ence base of pendulum type and a bogie used as a
sensor wheel-. The signal corresponds Èo the gradi-
ent between the bogie truck and the reference base.
this gradient can be translated by an analog or
digital computêr into amplitude of differences in
level- or acceleration. The transfer function is
fl-at between 3 and 25 Hz, but the testing speed is
low, about 20 km/h.

Figure 6. Dynamic profile analyzer, Frendt design ApL,

lf zor a.Y

Figure 7, Components of APL,
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Figure 8. Theoretical differences among GMR profilometer, ApL, CHLOE,
rolling straightedges, and BPR roughometer.

Figure 9. Block diagram of acoustic probe signal conditioning equipment.

Darlington (25) has analyzed the response of
several- profiling devices by means of Bode plots.
These have been reproduced in FÍgure g (24,25) with
the addition of the ApL. These plots strow l-hat, of
the road roughness measurement systems in use today,
only the GMR profil_ometer and the ApL can record the
true road profile.

Research Equipment Under Development

The main limitation of the Gt4R system has been the
road-following wheels (26,2'7). Because the cMR is a
mechanicaL dynanic system, frequency response, and
thus profiling speed, Ís generally limitecl to 65
km/h (40 mph). To re¡nêdy this weakness in the GMR,
several noncontact probes have been developed to
replace the road-following wheels.

To date, many types of noncontact probes have
been proposed that use various radiation frequencies
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Figure 10. Electro{pt¡cal heíght sensor as ¡nstalled on tra¡ler to measure
height D.
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(acoustic, infrared, white 1ight, J-aser, and micro_
v¡ave). FHWA is currentl"y investigating two of
these, the acoustic and the infrared (see Figures 9
and 10). The acoustic probe is still in a deveJ-op_
nent state (28r22). At present, two projects are
under way, one to provide on-board data reduction
equipnent and the other to provide a rugged version
of the probe for everyday road use. The infrared
system is now in the evaluation stage. It appears
that it will provide a much less expensive probe
than the acoustic probe. Further evaluåtion and
development are scheduled. The infrared sensor was
developed as a part of a study by the Southwest Re-
search Institute to devise a measuring system for
hydroplaning potential. Twe1ve sensors, mounted
transversely on the trailer¡ neasure profile in the
longitudinal direction. Each sensor has two dif-
ferential detectors that produce two voltages pro-
portional- to the light intensity received by each
half of the detector. The light intensity changes
i.¿ith distance and also with changes in reflectivity
within the Iight spot. The output of one of the
detectors is reversed, which has the effect of can-
celling the signals for changes in reflectivity but
reinforcing them for height changes.

The system also measures acceJ-eration, together
with pitch, roll, and yaw rates, to give the motion
of the reference fra¡ne of the 12 sensors and thus
correct the relative measurements in order to pro_
ducê the 12 road profiles. processing provicles a
l-ft grid from which longitudinal and transverse
profile data are available.

A noncontact probe based on white light is being
developed by K.J. Law Engineers, Inc., a manufac_
turer of the c!4R-type profiloneter. In Èhis âp_
proach the noncontact probe (Figure lI) wi]I take
the place of the road-following wheel assembly on
the profilometer systens novr nanufactured by that
conpany. The noncontact probe is based on Èhe mea-
surement of Èhe angle at which an incandescent spot,projected vertically down fro¡n the vehicle on the
pavement, is viewed by the system. A change in the
vehicle-to-pavenent distance causes a change in the
vievJing angle that is related to a change in vehicle
displacement. À prototype system based on this
concept has been buitt and demonstrate¿I. The dis-
place¡nent measuríng resolution of the prototype sys-
tem has been found to be better than 0.25 mn, which
compares favorably ç¡ith the road-following wheel
systen Ít is designed to replåce. This noncontact
probe has several advantages. The radiated spot or
footprint is visible to the human eye, and the shape
and size of the footprint can be tailored to the
appl ication.

The British Transportation and Road Research
Laboratory (1r2,3_e) is also working on a noncontact
sensor (see Figures If, and 13). This system focuses
a laser beam to a 0.282-m¡n dia¡neter spot and records

Roughom.trr

A Mays meter and PCA meter have a
s¡m¡lar r6ponse to that of the
roughometer,
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Figure 1 1, GMR profilometer w¡th a noncontact d¡splacement transducer,

Fiqure 12. Principle of contactless sensor.

the position of the reflected light spot on a linear
array of photocell-s. The system is claimed to be
capable of rneasuring profiLe roughness at speeds
from 5 to 80 km/h (2). Four noncontact sensors are
nounted in line, and the reference is established by
conputatÍon. Thus, no accelerometer or double in-
tegration is required.

Calibration of DevÍces for Measuring Roaal Roughness

The time instability in devices for measuring roa¿l
roughness must be accounted for by calibration pro-
cedures that convert their present Performance to an
established standard performance.

Profil-ometers, for which dynamic effects are
negl-igible, can be calibrated statically. This can
be done directly on surfaces for which the absolute
profile has been obtained. In the cMR-type pro-
filometer, the complete system can be calibrated by
bouncing the profilometer vehíc1e ín a stationary
position. In this mode (Figurê 5) the output of the
systen (w) should be close to zero because there is
no change in the road profile. In the early GMR-
type profiloneters, the quâ1ity of systen perfor-
nance was an operator judgment. In the new digital
i{est virginia profilometer, a computer program
guides the operator through the calibration pro-
cedure-s and ¡nakes the judgment about the qualily of
the systemrs performance.

Calibration of response-type devices for measur-
ing road roughness is a more difficult task. CaIi-
bration of response-type devices was addressed in a
recent NCHRP project (IZ) in which the time insta-
bility of the response-type devices was evaluated
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Figure 13, Construct¡on of prototype profilometer, without polyurethane
foam lagging and cover.

Figure 14. Calibration of West Virg¡nia Mays meter.

WEST VIRGINIA ROAD PROFILOû,iEIER À¡IAYS SI¡ÂJLATION, rchos/m¡b

and standard calibration procedures were developed.
Two procedures h'ere proposed--the primary procedure
involves the use of a GMR-type profiloneter and the
secondary procedure involves the use of a specially
designed set of artificial road bumps. rn the cMR
profiloneter approach, the profilometer v¡as used to
measure a road profile that was then used as an
input to a simulation of a response-type device.
The output of the simulation is then the output that
would be expecÈed from a response-t]¡pe device driven
on that road profile. Since the output of a
response-t]¡pe device is also a function of road
roughness, the same procedure must be done for a
range of road roughnesses. A Mays ¡neter calibration
capability has beèn prograrn¡ned into the vÍest vir-
ginia digital profilometer system, including the
simul-ation of West Virginiats ¡4ays meter vehicle.
The resultíng calibration for the West virginia Mays
meter vehicle is shown in rigure 14.

The proposed secondary cal-ibration procedure
ínvol-ves driving over a foreshortened set of spe-
cia1ly designed artificial bumps at low vehicle
speed. The theory is that the system output at the
lower speed can be used to calibrate the system
output at the normal 80-km,/h operating speed. It is
also observed that rnore work needs !o be done on
this approach.

ROAD ROUGHNESS EVALUATION

Measuring the profiLe of a roaal is a prel-imínary
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step in evaluating its performance as a riding sur-
face for vehicles and in judging its surface
geometry. fn recent years the trend in road pro-
filometer design has been toward instruments capable
of sensing undulations in the road surface with
wavel-engths as long as 100 m, and doing this ac-
curatel-y at highway speeds.

Because visual eval-uation of the recorded road
profile is difficult, the najor problem in applica-
tion is extracting useful roughness data. The meth-
ods selected for the reduction of road profile data
depend on the ultimate uses for which the roughness
neasurements are intended and on the inherent limi-
tations of the equipment. Sorne potential uses of
road profile data include the following:

Use
Construction

Maintenance

Data
Specification of surface profile

limits in new road construc-
tion, evaluation of costs to
improve road

Prediction of loss of service-
ability in existing roads, es-
tablishment of maintenance and
replacement criteria

Vehicle behavior Correlation \.¿Íth vibrational re-
sponse and fatigue danage in
vehicfes, development of pas-
senger comfort criteria, eval-
uation of roughness effects on
vehicle steering and braking

Some of these applications require highly sophisti-
cated data processing, which would lead to an en-
tirely mathematical- representation of the profile
record, for example, of its power spectral density
(PSD). Other applications nay require on.l-y ân av-
eraging or summing to establish a single roughness
criterion, such as the BPR roughness index. How-
ever, departments that have profiling equipment are
able, in effecÈ, to bring the road surface into the
l-aboratory and to seek the most useful data-
processing method.

Measured records are recognized as random signals
of finite duratÍon; as such, they can be viewed and
described in terns of three basic domains: space
(or time), ampÌitude, and frequency. The descrip-
tion of the space domain is the unprocessed signal-
versus-space (or ti¡ne). AI1 dèscriptions of anpli-
tude domain reduce the measured signal to a single
number or table of values; this proceilure is mãthe-
matically equivalent to computing an anplitude prob-
ability distribution for the signal. Frequency
do¡nain representations of signals are generally
considered to contain the most infornation.

The most commonly used method, the present ser-
viceability index (PSI) (31), is of the amplitude
domain type. The equations are determined from
subjective evaluations, with one relation for flex-
ible pavement and one for rigid pavement. Both
equations are developed to use either the mean slope
variance (3¿) or the roughness index (l-Ð as the
required input value to make the PSI calculation.
The slope varlance is the mean squared deviation of
the slope from its nean square, and the roughness
value is a reading of inches of displacement per
mile of travel.

There are three frequency domain representations
used in the analysis of road roughness data: har-
monic analysis, PSD, and amplitude-frequency distri-
bution. Harmonic analysis is a representation that
assumes that the roail roughness data are periodic.
rhis anaJ-ysis method reduces a conplex road rough-
ness wave for¡n to a harnonic series of sinusoidal
wave forms that, in effect¡ are the anpJ-itude con-
tributions of the various har¡nonics in the road

roughness data being analyzed. The computed ampli-
tudes of the various sinusoidal wave forms can be
shown graphically as a function of spatial wave
l-ength, Figure 3. Representation of harmonic analy-
sis is useful- in isoJ-ating periodic spatial wave
lengths in a road surface that, when driven over at
a certain vehicle speed, can produce tine domain
frequencies that cause poor ride quality.

The PSD representation assunes that the road
roughness data are randon. PSD shor"¡s the extent
thãt spatial wave lengths within a bandwidth con-
tribute to road roughness. A PSD estinate is ob-
tained by accumulating the squared amplitude wíthin
a bandwidth over the length of pavement processed,
dividing by the pavement length to obtain mean vari-
ance over that pavenent length, and then dividing by
the bandwidÈh to obtain an average for that band-
width. A graph of roughness power spectrun can be
plotted with the spectral density in meters squared
per cycle per meter as the ordinate and the spatial
frequency (inverse of the wavelengLh) in cycles per
rneter as the abscissa. The area bounded by the
curve, the horizontal axisr and any two selected
abscissas represent the total nean square value of
roughness for wavelengths that lie between the two
ordinates. The total area under a Poh'er spectrum
curve gives the total mean square roughness of the
pavement in meters squared or other comparable
units. Several researchers, incl"uding Hutchinson
(3,Ð , Quínn (Þ) , as well as the Michigan Department
of Transportation, advocate the use of the PSD. In
1965, Vogel (36) reported on the wavelengths and
amplitudes of road surfaces. He stated that, if the
PSD of road surfaces are plotted on log-log plots'
one obtains straight lines that have a slope at a
certain angIe. Furthermorer parallel shiftÍng of
these l-ines occurs for different road amplitudes
that have similar distributions and change in sl-ope
shows different distributions.

Amptitude-frequency distribution (AFD) (37'38) is
an effective method for combining the infornation
contained in both the PsD and the anplitude repre-
sentations. The complete array of numbers of the
AFD identifies the rando¡n signal as a combined am-
pLitude and frequency distribution (AFD) and in-
cludes not onl-y continuous or periodic ¡nakeup but
al-so singularities in the input.

From the preceding discussion, we can see that
response-type equipment, if properly tuned and cal-
ibrated, is useful to highway departnents for sur-
veying at l-ow cost. However, the profiling metho¿ls
provide the more detailed information that is needed
for research. In fact, the response data are sLill
available and can be predicted with a quarter-car
si¡nulation. with the development of new profÍIing
methods, further analysis can be made availabfe fro¡n
profiles. Although there is a reluctance to use new
technology because of the costs involved (new equip-
ment and trained personnel), new methods are being
developed to make available more information con-
tained in the profiles. Although there are nany
usefuL analysis methods already developed, many
methods, like some of those developed by the Uní-
versíhy of Texas, have yet to be impJ-emented, and
others, like those developed by Michigan, are inple-
nented but reLatively unknown.

With the devel-opnent of the digital GMR-type
profilo¡neter, processing of road profile data can be
performed as the road profile is being measured, or
afÈerwards, by retrieving data stored on digitãt
magnetic tape. several computer prÕgrams for this
purpose have been implemented on the West Virginia
digital- profilorûêtêr by the K.J. Law Company, manu-
facturer of that system. Ti.¿o of the programs in-
volve the simulation of low-speed inspection devices
(BPR roughoneter and moving straight edge) to pro-
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duce the output of these devices without the devices
being used. In thís approach, road profile can bê
measured at safe nor¡nal traffic speed and the output
of the slow-speed inspection device cornputed as re-
quired. This approach also allows the retirement of
oId, diffÍcuIt-to-maintain ínspection equipment
without losing continuity with historic inspection
procedures. A third computer program involves the
simulation of the Mays meter on response-type device
calibration. Thê l{ays neter rnodel used in the simu-
lation was developed in the NCHRP project (l-7) and
is the first implenentation of the calibratiãn pro-
cedure recommended in thÍs project. A fourth pro-
gram implemented for vtest Virginia involves a bitu-
¡ninous fill program developed by Michigan. In this
program, the measured road profile is input to a
simul-ation of a bituminous paving machine. The out-
puts of the program are a graphical representation
of the repaved surface and the amount of material
required to perforin the repaving.

On the other hand, the data of response-type mea-
surement systens cannot be reduced to the absolute
roughness profile. Nevertheless, these systems, if
properly tuned and calibrated, are useful for sur-
veying a highway syste¡n at relatively low cost and
with a minimum of data processing. The profiling
method couLd obviously replace response-type mea-
surements but, untiL the cost of procurement and
operation of the two becomes competÍtive, response-
type neasurements will be used for the buÌk of road
survey operations.

Tr.ro roughness analysis methods used in Europe
have been reported by the permanent Association of
Road Congresses (24). One of the methods, which is
now traditionally used in Europe, is the determina-
tion of the spectral density of the variations in
amplitude l-evel. This methodr which is very ac-
curate and carried out by neans of a specialízed
analog computer, is effective for research. The
minimum length of a section studied with this method
is about 3 km.

The other nethod is the analysis of the average
variance of differences in 1evel from the mean clas-
sified for varíous bands of wavefength. By breaking
down the whoLe scale of the results obtaíned into f0
bands of r^'avelength of increasing geometry, a scal-e
of values has been set up Èhat aIIows simple compar-
ison of results of measurements carried out on vari-
ous roads. This more primitive but more directly
accessíb1e method is well adapted to systematic mea-
surements. The lengths of the sections studied need
to be at l-east 200 n.

STANDARDIZATION OF ROAD ROUGHNESS MEASUREMENTS

Road roughness measurements have been used for many
years in construction control and, with the intro-
ductíon of the roadmeters, surveys for pSI ratings
have become widespread. Standardization of the
various measurement methods woul-d be helpfuì- to all
current users and particularly to potentiaL users
who nust se]-ect equipment and train operators.

The committee on traveled surface characteristics
of the Anerican Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) has recently organized a third subgroup on
roughness. The group is now made up of three sub-
committees: (a) on methods for measuring profile
and roughness, (b) on measurement and control of
roughness in construction and rehabilitation of
pavenents, and (c) on methodology for analyzing
pavement roughness. The groups' principal assign_
ment is to standardize the accepted and widely used
measurement rnethods and to serve äs a forum for the
exchange of infornation. Candidate measurement
methods for standardizatÍon include the high-speed
profil-ing devices and the associated data processing
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methods, the roadrneters, pSI calculations, and the
various devíces used specifically in construction
control.

FUTURE OF ROAD ROUGHNESS MEASURE¡,IENTS

Fron the above discussion, it is apparent that both
measurement methods, profiling and response_type,
are useful in meeting the needs of highway depart_
rnents. The profiling method provides detaÍIed
information on the roughness profile, which may be
needed for research or experimental projects. This
roughness profile can be processed in various ways
and can be used in principle to predict the output
of any response-type measurement system if its me-
chanical properties are known. This capability is
used by several states to calibrate response-Èype
measurement systems.
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Abridgment

M. SAYERS AND T.D. GILLESPIE

Road meter systems that measure vehicle response to pavement roughness
have limited accuracy, but more importantly, cdnnot be cal¡brated val¡dly
for use on all types of roads without access to a General Motors Reseàrch
Labûratory-type prof¡lometer, Even with good pract¡ce on the part of the
users that el¡m¡nates the obvious effects of varied tire pressure. cargo weight,
faulty components, and the like, I¡m¡tations inherent to the road meter sys-
tem rema¡n. These l¡m¡tat¡ons are due to the unique dynam¡c propert¡es of
each vehicle, the nonlinearities ¡nherent to the veh¡cles and road meter ¡n-
struments, and nonuniform¡ties of the tire and wheel assembl¡es. This paper
explores various ¡mprovements to road meters that w¡ll reduce fhe required
calibration effort. The ma¡Ðr source of nonl¡near¡t¡es in the vehicle-road
meter systems are due to the road meter ¡nstruments and can be el¡minated
by the use of an equivalent electron¡c meter based on a linear transducer.
With linear meters, it becomes poss¡ble to measure and correct for vehicle
mot¡ons câused by tire and wheel nonuniformit¡es, Th¡s can be done in the
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laboratory on a smooth drum roller or by special processing of on.road
measurements keyed to wheel rotat¡on as detected by an inductive pickup.
However, even then. reference road-type surfaces are still required for
cal¡brât¡on to scale the veh¡cle dynamic response. Only by the add¡t¡on of
ac@lerometers ¡s ¡t poss¡ble tü compensate for vehicle dynamic response
by simpler means of cal¡bration. With th¡s level of instrumentation, the
road prof¡le can be roughly determ¡ned and the road meter system has be-
come a crude profilometer.

Road meter systems have become increasingly popular
for quantifying pavement serviceability due to their
re.Iatively low cost and sirnple operation. These
systens consist of a conventional autonobile or
special trailer, together with a road meter lsuch as

Overview of Road Meter Operation in
Measuring Pavement Roughness, with

ImprovementsSuggested


